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My subject today is the marriage of Wilhelm and Caroline von Humboldt:
Wilhelm, the diplomat, linguist, and architect of Prussia’s—and the world’s—first
comprehensive system of public education; and Caroline, collector of art, connoisseur of
literature, letter writer, and salonnière, regarded by no less a luminary than Goethe as
“the most important woman of the age.”1
My sources are the letters Bill and Li—as they called each other—exchanged
between 1808 and 1810.2 In 1808 Wilhelm left Rome, the idyllic seat of his
ambassadorial appointment to the Vatican, and traveled over the Alps for what was to
become a two-year separation. From Berlin, and later from Königsberg, where the
Prussian court had fled in fear of Napoleon, Wilhelm and Caroline conducted a marriage
by post while he oversaw the reform of Prussian education. The Humboldts’ children
remained with Caroline, all except for Theodor, whose father brought him north to
receive a German education; another son, conceived beforehand, was born after he left.
Wilhelm’s letters contrast the privations of winter in Königsberg and commodity
shortages in Berlin with his nostalgia for family promenades on sundrenched Roman
corsi and their spacious villa near the Spanish Steps. His devotion to duty amidst
bureaucratic infighting and court intrigue points up the love and warmth of wife and
family enjoyed in aristocratic independence. Throughout, he juxtaposes the Romantic
melancholy and grimness of the North with the classical beauty and repose found in the
South.
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Caroline, for her part, writes less floridly and more directly about the difficulties
of the separation, about sculptures and family portraits commissioned from Rome’s
colony of German and Danish expatriate artists, about family vacations to Naples and the
countryside, and of course, about their children, both living and dead—particularly the
beloved 9-year-old Wilhelm, who had tragically succumbed to fever in 1803. Even
allowing for the possibility that fewer of her letters are preserved, the exchange remains
lopsided, with Wilhelm the much more voluble, emotionally effusive, and
philosophically expansive partner, and Caroline in many ways the franker, more downto-earth, more sympathetic one.
Letters took about three weeks to reach Rome from Berlin and vice-versa, about a
month to and from Königsberg, and sometimes arrived in clumps or out of sequence,
making any semblance of synchronized exchange impossible. It was a conversation in fits
and starts conducted across long pauses. This situation afforded an unusual amount of
space for individual rumination, and in Wilhelm’s case, virtuoso philosophizing, with
Caroline the idealized, passive, absent interlocutor. Correspondence under such
conditions also required unusual emotional supportiveness and literary deftness, lest the
other spouse be alienated by an insincere, unclear, or wounding turn of phrase.

Bildung and marriage
The letters are as rich in detail about the pursuit of intellectual self-cultivation, or
Bildung, within marriage as they are deficient in insight about the Prussian reforms
themselves. It is striking how vivid and multi-threaded the partners could be while almost
consciously suppressing the substance of Wilhelm’s work, whose significance lay
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precisely in institutionalizing the ideal of Bildung at all levels of Prussian public culture
and education. Speaking of the university in Berlin that became a citadel of pure
scholarship, or Wissenschaft, he wrote “we have established a great foundation for the
future, something which…will make history in Germany. The details are too long for a
letter.”3 In general, Wilhelm treats the practical motivations and even the philosophical
underpinnings behind Prussian educational reform with casual indifference and
characteristically Olympian detachment.
The letters, rather than offering private commentary on Humboldt’s public
actions, instead provide a fully developed counterpoint to them. The couple’s own
interests and concerns predominate: attending to the education of their children,
assembling their art collection, passing judgment on the characters of their friends and
contemporaries, and using financial worries to sort through the types of lives they can
and want to lead. Yet all these were equally a part of the Humboldtian project of selfcultivation Wilhelm and Caroline shared.
The value of the letters, then, in precisely in the seemingly insignificant or
incidental particularities of the couple’s marital life during a period of domestic
separation. Clearly the couple saw domesticity and official activity as separable spheres
of life nonetheless animated by the same principle of Bildung. I say “separable” not
“separate” since we now know from Anne-Charlott Trepp that the separate spheres model
is largely inapplicable to the period around 1800.4 Trepp’s rehabilitation of male
emotional life, which illuminates the possibilities for men to act as sensitive husbands,
caring fathers, and supportive intimates, in fact fits Wilhelm perfectly; so too, her
depiction of “autonomous femininity” suits Caroline. At the same time, the couple’s
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voluntary and mutual decision to remain apart for two years required conscious effort to
sustain and bespeaks, if nothing else, their commitment to explore the ideal of separate
spheres in practice and on a number of fronts.
In what remains, I would like to ask how this unusual marriage might also
illuminate the gendered nature of intellectual life. By exploiting Wilhelm’s dual identity
as family man and educational reformer, I use the letters as a foil to the reforms
themselves. Rather than merely arguing that his reforms carved out a male-dominated
sphere of Wissenschaft at the newly-constituted research university, which they certainly
did,5 I aim to show other, more nuanced ways the life of the mind took on genderdifferentiated characteristics during the Humboldts’ generation and within their social
class and nation.

Child-rearing as Kindererziehung
I turn first to the raising of children, Kindererziehung, considered as an aspect of
moral tutelage or Erziehung more broadly. One accomplishment of Humboldt’s reforms
was to segregate Erziehung from Wissenschaft by locating them at different educational
stages. Erziehung became the province of primary schools and secondary-level Gymnasia
designed to foster character development in childhood and adolescence, respectively.
Wissenschaft, scholarship, became the province of the research university. Resisting
those, like Fichte, who envisioned the university as a residential colony consecrated to
the grooming of philosopher-kings, Humboldt’s university let unmarried young male
students loose in the big city without any kind of oversight. Private tutors who became
professors, like Fichte and Hegel, were thus freed from the vestigial duty to stand in loco
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parentis. And scholarship itself was conceived as a character-building experience of
“loneliness and freedom” needed to produce original research.
Humboldt’s canonical reform writings make all this clear. But the letters show
that within marriage, Wilhelm by no means regarded the raising of children and the
formation of their character as a mere routine preparatory stage for higher intellectual
actvity. In a woman, these activities were the highest ongoing expression of her Bildung.
The capacity to exert moral tutelage, for Wilhelm, was vouchsafed only to the
most cultivated women. Most mothers, he told Caroline, only took an interest in their
children after their “powers are developed, and thoughts and feelings are determined.”
Culling higher thoughts and emotions from the raw experiences of daily life was an
indescribably subtle art beyond most women’s reach. “They have no taste for the quieter,
more powerful, more beautiful weaving of nature in the preparation and formation of the
whole, of which thought and feeling are only individual and daily appearances.” By
contrast, women like Caroline, though assimilated to nature, acted as agents as
enculturation, with the uniquely feminine ability “to feel a part of a creative, living,
active nature.” Thanks to her efforts, each of the Humboldt children had acquired his or
her own distinct character at an early age.6
Educating children was entirely consistent, in this view, with a highly intellectual
but resolutely non-scholarly form of Bildung possessed by the wife. Motherly intimacy,
for Caroline, was not an expression of her emotional absorption in children and her
subsumption, with them, under the rubric of immaturity. It was closer to what Rebekka
Habermas calls “disinterested parenting.”7 Indeed it gave Caroline a much more active
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role as educator dispensing love and guidance—as well cultural refinement, as we will
soon see—from an adult vantagepoint alongside her husband.
In fact the wife’s moral tutelage did not stop with her children, but was continued
throughout adult life in her relations to the husband himself. Without Caroline, Wilhelm
repeatedly asserted, “the best in me would have been submerged…I would have never
experienced the Ancients, never recognized the inmost and deepest in humanity.”8
Woman’s capacity to influence those around her was in fact manifest at the
highest level of intellectual activity: through writing. Uncovering a cache of her letters at
the family estate in Thuringia, Wilhelm marveled at Caroline’s epistolary brilliance. “It
presupposes the entire soul…One feels how in the writing itself the language reacts back
on you, how it always awakes ideas and feelings, and this living reciprocality is actually
what the art of writing rests upon.”9 Not only does the passage about awakening thought
and feeling echo Wilhelm’s thoughts on child development, but Caroline’s immersion in
language also parallels her immersion in nature: and for Wilhelm, language was the
highest expression of intellect and culture.
Wilhelm lamented that women so often lacked the ability to publish. “It is painful
that with women, all greatness that they and the world in them creates to some extent
perishes unrecognized.” But, he continued, female writing had all the more concentrated
an effect for being directed at the intimate sphere rather than the public sphere: “I am
convinced that the power that women exert is far greater than that which proceeds from
men. Without willing it, women in all their relations put a stamp on the minds around
them.”10
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Art collecting as ästhetische Erziehung
A second, far less appreciated, aspect of Humboldt’s institutional reforms
consisted in sundering music and the fine arts from scholarship or Wissenschaft. To
create a new university he had first had to contend with the various learned academies for
scholarship, music, and fine arts found in Berlin as in many other European capitals. The
Akademie der Wissenschaft he let stand, but reduced its importance; breaking with those,
like Schleiermacher, who would have subordinated university teaching to an independent
research academy, he famously upheld the unity of teaching and research as parts of the
same scholarly mission. And rather than assimilate any of the arts academies to the
university’s research mission, he fought to free them from the pedantries and petty
rivalries of scholars and art critics and thus found truly public institutions for artistic
enlightenment and education. Humboldt’s reforms also paved the way for the later
development of Berlin’s famed museums, a task he returned to help complete in the
1820s.11
In all this Humboldt owed much to Friedrich Schiller, for whose close friendship
he had Caroline herself to thank. Schiller had made art appreciation the cornerstone of his
famous treatise Über die ästhetische Erziehung des Menschen and his own inspiration,
Kant, made the faculty of aesthetic judgement the central and crowning theme of his third
Critique.
Within the Humboldt marriage, however, it was Caroline who took the leading
role in collecting, commissioning, and restoring works of art. While Wilhelm had waded
in Roman ruins and rummaged in libraries, Caroline frequented the Vatican museums,
favored the modern arts, and interacted with living people. She consulted with experts in
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Rome, Paris, and Berlin on restorations of sculptures and handled the finances and
contracts for these projects. She also gathered a group of younger men around her in
Rome, most of them northern Europeans, many of them destined to acquire formidable
reputations as sculptors or painters. She fed them, paid their debts, convened them for
conversation in her salon, commissioned artworks from them, and brought them into the
family circle. These male artists mediated Caroline’s interaction with Roman high society
and intellectual life. Among them, Christian Daniel Rauch in particular was an important
source of intellectual, emotional, and possibly romantic sustenance during Wilhelm’s
absence.
Caroline’s interest in art receives about as much attention in the letters as
Wilhelm’s activities on behalf of education—which is to say, not much. When the subject
did come up, Wilhelm consistently deferred to her taste and judgment and insisted that
she not retrench in her purchases despite the threat to the family wealth represented by
the possible loss of their estates in Poland and Westphalia. Here he used the same tone as
she did when offering him encouragement in his latest bureaucratic skirmish: art was her
turf.
Even though she once called it “fun,” collecting was clearly central to Caroline’s
view of her own intellectual calling and of her contributions to the marriage. Picking up a
thread from one of Wilhelm’s letters, Caroline launched into an uncharacteristically
philosophical tangent on the importance of music, sculpture, and architecture to the
pursuit of Bildung. Wilhelm had praised the generosity of a family friend, claiming that
“humans and their sentiments…are the only fixed things in the world.” Caroline
countered that works of art provided even greater solace and inspiration:
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“Flexibility in the moral world is the only constant and indestructible thing. So the
thought of man lives and weaves, undyingly, and it is this which, unseen, holds together
human generations and ties together centuries and speaks to us, livingly, from the abiding
song, from the form that it has stamped in stone on figures and great monuments.”
In the very next sentence, she connected artistic education to child-rearing,
ästhetische Erziehung, in Schiller’s terms, to Kindererziehung, endorsing precisely the
exalted intellectual aspects of maternal care that Wilhelm praised her for elsewhere:
“Blessed and happy is the one who can express the force of his spirit [in producing works
of art], blessed also is the one who in quiet and holy love implants it in other souls
through the gentle care of children.”12
Expressing one’s humanity by producing works of art and imparting it to children
were of a piece, she concluded. “It is always one and the same: where there is fullness
and energy and health of feeling, these always express themselves powerfully.” All of her
activities, it is worth underlining here, were thus manifestations of an active Erziehung,
the product of “Fülle,” “Kraft,” “Drang,” and “Ausdruck,” not a passive or retiring
femininity.13
Despite excellent works by James Sheehan, Susan Crane, and others, it seems we
know little about the gendered nature of collecting during this period.14 Clearly
Caroline’s art connoisseurship did not simply reflect a general feminization of Erziehung
during this epoch, as male schoolteachers and male artists attest. Still, Bildung as
Erziehung was more compatible with feminine intervention in both children’s and
husbands’ development than with the masculine assertiveness and independence
embodied in the ideal of Bildung as Wissenschaft. In outfitting the Humboldt villa—and
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later, Schloß Tegel—with fine art, Caroline created an atmosphere not just of domestic
enjoyment and conspicuous consumption but of genuine moral uplift and, in Schiller’s
sense, higher education. The nonobtrusive nature of her aesthetic pursuits not only did
not conflict with the autonomy of the liberal male individualist, Wilhelm, but instead
complemented it perfectly.

Conclusion
Among the many conclusions the letters afford is that the Humboldts saw childrearing and art collection both as distinctively feminine and intellectually exalted
activities. I should emphasize that an aristocratic woman need not have circumscribed her
intellectual activity to the household in these ways, least of all in Rome. Eighteenthcentury Italy was a haven for female intellectuals acting as improvisational poets, literary
academicians, even university professors and natural scientists. Germaine de Staël,
herself the Continent’s most influential female intellectual, even researched her 1807
novel Corinne during several months as the Humboldts’ next-door neighbor in Rome.15
Corinne became famous in the nineteenth century for its exaltation of woman’s capacity
for intellect and genius and clearly had its factual basis in Roman high society, but if
Caroline had any contact with the world it depicts, it leaves no trace.16
Caroline’s activities as an intellectual were simply less public than Wilhelm’s or
Staël’s, and pursued outside the public sphere that they inhabited. Paradoxically,
Caroline’s intellectualism was by same token purer by the standard of autonomous selfcultivation that her husband himself theorized and to this day embodies. Clearly he
envied her for it. “It is the true and just vocation of women not to permit that men, who
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are nothing other than slaves chained to particular tasks, be consigned to knock about in
material and everyday life, isolated from better and higher freedom.”17
Wilhelm did not identify Wissenschaft as an indispensable aspect of Bildung, or
even always a desirable one. He had yet to make his own scholarly reputation as a
linguist. He had little but contempt for the character of the scholars he was trying to woo
to Berlin. And he recognized that Caroline was a much better writer than he.
The key lies in realizing that Bildung within marriage represented for both
partners a fuller and richer alternative to Bildung through scholarship, which is what his
reforms have come to represent. It was just as thoroughly gendered, though less
predicated than we have been conditioned to think on the simple exclusion of women
from the formal academic institutions that today bear his name. In this paper I have tried
merely to map out some of the fuller space of intellectual activity in which these reforms
took place.
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